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 Falls have been reported as high as 73% in community dwelling individuals following

a stroke.

Many falls happen while transferring weight laterally. To guard against loss of

balance with this lateral weight transfer a reactive, protective step is commonly used

to recover balance.

Current rehabilitation practices mainly focus on intentional voluntary actions to

improve balance control which may not carry-over to the development of protective

stepping strategies to avoid a fall.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of six weeks of

reactive versus voluntary step training on balance recovery during lateral

perturbations in individuals with chronic stroke.

INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Participants

Twelve community dwelling individuals > 6 months post-stroke

The effects of reactive and voluntary step training on balance recovery during lateral perturbation in individuals with chronic stroke

S

Summary

Reactive step training group

(N=7)

Voluntary step training group 

(N=5)

Age (years) 60.57 ± 6.51 63.42 ± 6.25 

Gender 5 Male / 2 Female 1 Male / 4 Female

Time Post-stroke 

(years)
7.50 ± 1.35 16.42 ± 18.18

Side of Paresis 2 Right / 5 Left 2 Right / 3 Left

Sensory impairment 6 Impaired / 1 Normal 3 Impaired / 2 Normal

RESULTS

Reactive lateral steps leading with paretic leg

(One subject)

• Smaller step clearance

• Larger step length in ML and AP direction

RESULTS

Figure 2.  The lateral waist 

pull perturbation system

Figure 6. Decrease in step count in the reactive step training group when pulled to 

the paretic side

Main outcome measures

Stepping performance during lateral perturbation:

A lateral balance perturbation (Fig 2) was applied by a

motor-driven waist-pull system

 24 lateral perturbations (2 directions × 4 magnitudes × 3

trials)

Outcome variables: first step type (Fig 3) and step count

Clinical assessments:

 Community Balance & Mobility Scale
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Reactive step training

 The ActiveStep® (Simbex, Lebanon, NH), a motorized 

treadmill used to perturb standing balance (Fig 1).

 Maximum of 80 trials: lateral, forward and backward

perturbation

Voluntary step training 

 Maximum of 80 voluntary steps: variety of steps 

including lateral, cross front, cross back, forward and 

backward 

Figure 1. Reactive step training 

Figure 3. Step types
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Figure 7. Decrease in step count in both the reactive and voluntary step training 

group when pulled to the nonparetic side
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Figure 8. Both the reactive and voluntary step training groups improved in balance 

functions and mobility (Community Balance & Mobility Scale)

 Both reactive and voluntary step training can modify stepping strategy (increasing the use of more stable step types and decreasing step count) in response to a lateral perturbation toward 

the nonparetic side. 

 However, reactive step training seemed to be more beneficial for stepping strategies when pulled toward the paretic side. 

 Both the reactive and voluntary step training group showed significant improvement in balance functions and mobility.

 This has implications for the development of optimal rehabilitation interventions to improve balance functions and prevent falls in individuals with chronic stroke.

Study design

Pretest
Stepping performance

Clinical assessments

Posttest
Stepping performance

Clinical assessments

Reactive step training

Voluntary step training

18 sessions (1 hr × 3 times per week × 6 weeks)

*

*

* P<0.05

Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

Figure 5. Both reactive and voluntary step training improved increased the use of 

more stable step types when pulled toward the nonparetic side
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Figure 4. Reactive step training increased the use of more stable step types when 

pulled toward the paretic side
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